
Schedule THIS IS NOT AN ATLAS
A Convention around Counter-Cartographies

20.10.2018, 2PM, ZK/U, Berlin

14:00-15:30
Welcome Words and Exhibition Opening

15:30-17:00 Workshop
Daniela Harsan and Stephan Liebscher

Fighting for Safe Passage! – 
Mapping Interventions 

by WatchTheMed Alarmphone
How can the online-mapping platform 
'watchthemed.net' be used as a tool for 
rescue at sea? How do Alarmphone ac-
tivists position themselves between boat 
people and state rescue actors? 

15:30-19:00 Workshop
Nermin Elsherif and Alia Mossallam

Counter-Mapping – 
What’s to Counter? Who’s to Map?

Although the term counter-mapping 
promises a critical, and perhaps revolu-
tionary approach to maps, especially the 
official ones that are usually challenged, 
a reflexive position is needed. What is 
marked? What is left out? What are the 
extents of the map? And what meanings 
do its symbols stand for? In this work-
shop, we would like to question what 
is "counter" about counter-maps and 
the counter-mapping process? We in-
vite scholars, artists, researchers who 
are engaged or aspire to be engaged with 
the term, to critically investigate a set 
of counter-maps and to experiment to-
gether what a counter-map of the ZK/U 
would look like, and how this would af-
fect the development of scales, legends, 
symbols, extents, etc…

15:30-17:00 Lecture
Philippe Rekacewicz 

and Nepthys Zwer 
Experimental Cartography

New approach and concepts that 
we recently began to name "ex-
perimental cartography". A lecture 
mixed with an artistic intervention 
and a play.

Guided Tour of the Exhibition with Nermin Elsherif and Alia Mossallam,
Daniela Harsan and Stephan Liebscher, Louisa Scherer, Günter Nest and Eli-
sa T. Bertuzzo, Markus Wende, Erin McElroy, Philippe Rekacewicz

How can we make sense of the Alarm-
phone counter-mappings in cartograph-
ic terms? In this workshop we will show 
with concrete examples, how the Alarm-
phone engages via an online-mapping 
platform in daily fights for the rights of 
people in distress at sea. Together with 
the participants, we want to discuss 
possible interventions and contentions 
as well as cartographic approaches that 
might grasp these subversive practices.

15:30-16:15 Workshop 
Louisa Scherer, Günter Nest and 

Elisa T. Bertuzzo
Vom weißen Fleck zur Gemengelage 
Mapping in Karail Bosti/ Dhaka

(From the Blind Spot to Detailed 
Batches – Mapping in Karail Bosti/ 

Dhaka)
Karail Basti ist die größte selbst organi-
sierte Siedlung in Bagladeschs Haupt-
stadt Dhaka, dessen sozio-physischen 
Lebensbedingungen das Habitat Forum 
Berlin seit 2009 in einer unabhängi-
gen Langzeitforschung untersucht. Im 
fortwährendenden Austausch mit den 
Bewohner*innen der Siedlung sind Vi-
sualisierungen und Karten entstanden, 
die von dem unermüdlichen Einsatz 
um Zugang zu Grundvesorgungsein-
richtungen und dem alltäglichen Leben 
in der Siedlung erzählen.
(Workshop in German with English 
translation if needed)

16:15-17:00 Workshop
Diana Murillo 

5 Años Geographiando para 
la Resistencia en Ecuador 
(5 years of Making Geography 
for the Resistance in Ecuador)

The Critical Geography Col-
lective of Ecuador has been re-
flecting on conflicts concern-
ing the struggles for territory 5 
years, while also providing tools 
for social movements engulfed 
in these conflicts. We have been 
criticizing the supposed neu-
trality of geography, expos-
ing the power relations behind 
the different connections be-
tween people, bodies and spac-
es. During the last years we have 
been focusing on the contribu-
tions of feminist geographies 
and commons as an analytic 
framework in Ecuador. In this 
workshop we will demonstrate 
our experiences and reflections 
on territories, bodies and com-
mons.  
(Workshop in Spanish with En-
glish translation)

17:00-17:30
Coffee Break and Exhibition

17:30-19:00 Lecture
Denis Wood

Cartography of Reality
The real world is nothing like 
that shown on maps. On maps 
the distance from here to there 
is always the same. In the real 
world it isn't. On maps city blocks 
don't change in size. In the real 
world they do. On maps north is 
always north. In the real world 
it's sometimes south, sometimes 
east, west. The problem tackled 
by the cartography of reality is 
how to show this real world on 
paper, that is, how to make maps 
of the world people really live in. 
Because they sure don't live in 
the one shown on most maps!

18:15-19:00 Workshop
Markus Wende 

Wimmelbild “Recht auf Stadt” 
Original und Fälschung

(The Hidden Object Map "Right to the 
City" – Original and Reproduction)

Wirklichkeiten im Comic und ihre realen 
Vorbilder (Bild-/ Video-Vortrag mit Hin-
tergrundinformationen zum Wimmel-
bild nebst kleinem Making-Of).
(Workshop in German with English 
translation)

17:30-18:15 Workshop
Erin McElroy

Mapping the Anti-Eviction Strug-
gle in the San Francisco Bay Area
A Presentation on what the Anti-Evic-
tion Mapping Project is and how we 
work, showing a bunch of examples.

17:30-19:00 Workshop
Bureau d’Études

Economy of the Self
The workshop is about our composi-
tion, how we produce ourselves, and 
how we are produced. Where am I? 
What constitutes me? How do systems 
shape me, give me limits, qualities, 
ideas, dreams, nightmares? How can 
one visualize our participation in the 
system of globalized capitalism?
Each participant will receive an A3 
poster with a matrix in the form of a 
tree of consequences which should 
help us to reflect on our daily practices 
and the devices we use. Each partici-
pant will try to create a representation 
of his own economy, in order to iden-
tify zones of dependencies and zones 
of possible autonomy.

19:00-20:00
Finger Food and Exhibition

20:00-22:00
Presenting and Discussing This Is Not an Atlas 
Not-an-Atlas: A Journey with kollektiv orangotango+ 

Panel Discussion with Denis Wood, Bureau d'Études,

Nermin Elsherif, Erin McElroy and Boris Michel

22:00-3:00
Party DJ MUVUKA7 (Rio de Janeiro/ Paris)




